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COHPIRISOW OF THE ACCT-RACY OF TRI- 

raiAMGiTLATI0II-'miLATE3<ATICW 

The application of precise radar and light-beam distance-ieeasuring 
equipment makes it possible to perfect methods of constructing geodetic 
networks* Along with triangulations, consisting of triangles with 
measured angles, geodetic networks may be established by the method of 
trilateration when one measures only the sides, and by the method-of - 
trianpulation-trilateration when the triangles' angles and sides are 
measured. The method of polygonometry should obtain wider application. 

With modem methods of peodetic meas'ireraents, the problems of 
creating a single system of coordinates over tne whole territory of 
the Soviet TTnion may be solved most siiccessfully by constructing poly- 
gons of an astrogeodetic net. The accuracy of constructing this net 
is characterized by the accuracy of lengths and directions of the 
polypons' sides which are the diagonals of the links. Hence, special 
attention in constructing the link must be paid to achieving a high 
accuracy of length and direction for the diaronals (that is, the longi- 
tudinal anrl transverse displacement of the link), 

Fig. 1 
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Table s_l 

Values of connecting| 1 

\ Survey angles of triangles i ; 1 
i 

Wean square errors 1 1 ! 
.Link,' (in meters)      j 

i 

60»  | 30*  j  IS*  | 
• i. 

U. Triangulation 
*/   1 ±0.65 ± l.% ± 420 ; 
*.   I  0/.5 0;fi5 0,65 

\2.    Trllateratlon 
nt,       I       0,20 0.21 ».21 
-.   1 Ul ! 6?9 17.7 1 

Table 1 shews the longitudinal (m^) and transverse (m ) mean 
square errors of link A3 extending 200 km, and consisting 8f 16 
isosceles triangles with various connecting angles 3 (figure 1). The 
errors are found by riporous formulas deduced for the link by triangu- 
latioi. adjusted by angxeo for figure, azimuth, and base conditions} and 
for the link by triltteration adjusted for the azimuth condition. The 
mean square error m" of a measured anple was accepted equal to ip",7, 
and the same for a measured side, m_, eanal to +0,1 m,* This corres- 
ponds to a relative error of l:?S'U,öÖ0 for a Pb-km, length of an inter- 
mediate s^de of a triangle in the investigated link. 

From the table it is seen that in a l^nk by trian^ulation the 
transverse error m^ is completely incienendent of the val'je of the con- 
nectinp anples of isosceles trianp.les, vhile the longitudinal error m-^ 
rises sharply as the connecting angles grow smaller. In contrast, for 
a trilaterated link the longitudinal error is practically independent 
of tbe connecting angles' values, while the transverse error rises 
sharply as these angles diminish. The overall displacement M for the 
end of diagonal AB, found by the formula: 

0) I M - )/ mf inu 

with connectinfr angles of 60° amounts to iO,92 m, for the triangulated 
link and +1.13 m. for the trilaterated link. H angles of 30° and 
less, the overall displacement in both cases will become unacceptably 
larpe. Thus, the methods of triangulation and trilateration guarantee 
a satisfactorily high accuracy of constructing a link only with con- 
necting angles not less than SO  or fcO0, 

* The error of measurinrr sid^s was taken to be constant, independent 
of the side length, which approximately corresponds to the character 
of raeasnrement errors for ceoriimet^r-tyne eqniprwnt. 
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The longitudinal and transverse errors of diagonal AB in a tri- 
angulated-trilaterated link (figure 1), adjusted for figure» side» and 
azimuth conditions with L » 220 km., N ■ 16 (L is length of diagonal, 
N is number of triangles in link), m" ■ +0B,7 and Bg ■ +0,1 m., are 
shown in table 2. 

Table g j 

■• Mean Square Errors (In meters); 
, Sur-vey Link Values of Triangles' Connecting; Angles 

60"  J  3r  j  15*  jo» 

1. 

12. 

TriangiJlatlon-trl lateratlon 
m, .'•   j      ±0.1« i0.18 +.«.l's  . +0.18 
m« I OS/ 0.64 0.64 0,64    . 

Trlangulatlcn-trllateratlon without measurement of| 
connecting angles.   „ |fi     0>|H ]        0<|S     0K 

ma 0,7.1     0.7S  |   0,7«     0.78 • 
Trlangulatlon-trllateratlou without «»asurementj 
of intermediate sldes.^     ^     ^     Q„ 

m8 0.73 0,67 0.64 0.64 
Trlangulatlon-trllateratlon without measurement of connecting) 
(angles or Intermediate sides (poiygonometry).| ' ! 

0.25 
086 

O.JS 
0.81 

(1.19 
0,79 

0:40 

0.78 

It is seen from table 2 that in a trianpulated-trilaterated link 
constructed of isosceles triangles (example l), both the longitudinal 
and transverse errors are practically independent of the values of 
connecting angles. This conclusion remains true even for the case 
where the conrecting angles are reduced to 0° (last column of table 2) 
and the survey link essentially degenerates into a polygonometric link. 
The overall displacement M of the diagonal end, found by formula (l), 
varies within limits of 10% (from 0.65 to 0,59 m.) for connecting angles 
from 0 to 60°. 

In the discussed link, if we do not measure the connecting angles 
and limit ourselves to measurement of all sides and only the inter- 
mediate angles of triangles (example 2), the longitudinal error will 
remain the sane as in example 1, while the transverse error will 
increase by about 20^, 
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If In the survey link we measure all angles and only the connecting 
sides (example 3), then in comparison with example 1 the transverse 
error will vary little while the longitudinal error will rise sharply. 

Finally, if in the triangulation-trilateration we measure neither 
the connecting angles nor the intermediate sides (example l*), we obtain 
the usual polygonometric link: in this case, the longitudinal and 
transverse errors will be quite great in comparison to the first three 
exaaples. 

The case where we measure, in a link, all angles and intermediate 
sides of odd-numbered or all triangles is not examined, since the ac- 
curacy of point positions will drop sharply with decreasing connecting 
angles. 

It must be noted that the sharp rise of longitudinal errors with 
decreasing connecting angles in examples 3 and if is a consequence of 
the constancy of the error mg of the sides' measurement, which leads 
to the growth of the relative error nig/s of the connecting sides. In 
the first two examples of table 2, the longitudinal error is deter- 
mined basically by errors of the intermediate sides, for which the mg/s 
values will also be the same with constant ms, since the lengths of 
these sides do not depend on the value of the connecting angles. 
Therefore the longitudinal error in the first two examples remains con- 
stant. If in examples 3 and h  the relative error of connecting sides 
is made a uniform valne equal to 1:2^0t000  (that is. the same as is 
obtained for intermediate sides in examples 1 and 2), the transverse, 
error will scarcely change, while the longitudinal error will prove to 
be about t^e same as in examples 1 and 2 (see table 3). 

Table 3 

' Survey Link 

Kean Square Errors (In meters)j 

Value of Triangles' Connecting Angles 

60"   |   30»   |   IS0'  |   O" 

Trlangulatlon-trllatera'Jlon without measurement 
! of Intermediate sides. 

± 0,23 ± 0,20 ± 0,20 

mB 0.73 0,65 0,64 

Trlan^ulatlcn-trllateratlcr. without measurement', 
of connecting angles or Interme'üate sides (polygonometry). 

±0.20 

0.64 

m, 

m„ 

0.25 

0.8(5 

0,^1 

0,79 

0.20 

0,78 

0.20 

0,73 
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The precise formulas for errors of elements of an adjusted trlangn- 
lation link are quite cnmberscme. Besides, the mean square errors them- 
selves are obtained from the adjustment with errors vp to 10»155f. Hence, 
in estiimtlner the accuracy of a link it is worthwhile to use approximat« 
formulas, which nay be considered to have the same value with an error 
down to a few centimeters for trilaterated, triangulated, and trilater- 
ated-triangulated layouts, as well as for polygonoraetry (if the link 
lies in a sufficiently straight line), 'i'hese formulas are the following: 

Lonritudinal Error 

a) when measuring three sides in each triangle (example 2, table 1; 
examples 1 and 2, table 2): 

m/ = m. V4- in 

b) when measuring only the connecting sides ~ when the error of 
side measurement is constant (that is, m^ ■ const) (examples 3 and U, 
table 2): 

»i/ —nijCosAl/yV , (3) 

When the error of side measurement is proportional to the distance. 
ina/s = const (examples 1 and 2, table 3) '• 

mt   L 
(4) 

c) In the case where the sides are not measured (example 1, 
table 1): 

m 
mt^-yr-Lrt« 

(ctgscotangent)j 

Transverse Error 

a) When measuring three angles in triangles (example 1, table Ij 
examples 1 and 3, table 3; example 1, table 3): 

ma 
ml L 1 / N (6> 

b) When measuring onlv the intenaediate angles (examples 2 and U, 
table 2; example 2, table 3): 

^H 

% 

t, ,;,; 
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(7) 

c)    In the case where the angles are not measured (example 2, 
table 1): 

m, =« mtNctg B y N{9 -f 10 cos 2B) (8) 

Analysis makes possible several general conclusions concerning 
the construction of links in the astrogeodetic net. 

Constructing the link by the method of triangulation guarantees 
high accuracy of the diapronal's elements. A disadvantage of this method 
is the sharp drop of accuracy of linear elements with decreasing con- 
necting angles. This calls forth the necessity of paying attention to 
the forms of triangles, to the detriment of the best observance of 
other conditions in laying out the triangulation and in its employment 
(best access to points, minimum height of signals, best conditions for 
observation, most suitable emplacement of points for reodetic work, 
etc.). 

In the trllateration link, with modern accuracy of line measure- 
ment by recdimeter, the length of the diagonal is determined with high 
accuracy, while the accuracy of its direction (transverse displacement) 
falls rapirJly with decrease of the connecting anples. A disadvantage 
of this method is the poor verification ~f measurements with only one 
condition equation available. 

The essential disadvantage o*" triangnlation-trilateration methods 
is the preat interdependence of longitudinal and transverse displace- 
ments obtained by the identical measured elements, which to a certain 
extent disturbs the rigor of polygons' adjustment in the astrogeodetic 
net bv the method of F, N. Krasovskiy, 

In the triangulated-trilaterated link, both the length and the 
direction of the diagonal are determined in the best way, and their 
accuracy is practically independent of the triangles' form. The latter 
circumstance greatly simplifies the reconnaissance of points, doubt- 
lessly leads to a lower height of signals, ar.d probably produces a 
somewhat higher accuracy of field measurements, due both to the lower 
signal height and to the choice of roint locations corresponding to 
the most favorable measurement conditions. At the- same time, the 
Organisation of field work is greatly eased, since all points may be 
placed alor^ a narrow strip of land confined to a certain natural or 
artificial alignment. 
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In triangulation-trllateratiw» there is an extremely rigid check | 
on linear and angular measnrements, since the number of condition equa- 
tions in this case exceeds the number of triangles by »ore than three 
times. It should also be noted that with all variations of constmc- 
tlnp the trianpulated-trilaterated link shewn in table 2  (particularly 
with sufficiently small connection angles), an extremely small depen- 
dence of length errors on the diagonal's direction is provided. 

A disadvantage of the method of triangulation-trilateration is 
the great volume of field measurements (angles and lines). From the 
viewpoint of the least volume of field work, the most advantageous 
methoi of constructing a link is the method of polygonometry, which 
at the same time fully provides a satisfactory accuracy of adjusted 
elements. However, the poor cheek on angular measurements (only 
azimuth condition available) and lack of a check on linear measure- 
ments compel us to apply polygonometry with great caution in construc- 
ting the links of an astrogeodetic net, especially in regions of dif- 
ficult access where the measurements must be made with great certainty 
in view of the huge waste of funds in case of repeated measurements* 

An acceptable variation of link construction may be the method of 
constructing a triangulation-trilateration without measurement of con- 
nect ir^ anples, or with their measurement (for a check on intermediate 
nnpjles) in three or fonr observation sets as a maxirum, for example. 
If Laplace azimuths are determined in such a link eveiy tenth triangle, 
then with ms = +0.1 m, the longitudinal error will amount to +0*15 m., 
while the transverse error, with m" = lO",? and L ■ 125 km., will 
amount to ±0.1^6 m,, which corresponds to an error of +0".6IJ in the 
diapnnal's direction. In accuracy, this method is not far"behind the 
method of complete triangulation-trilateration and at the same time 
has a sufficient check on linear and anrnlar measurements,  fhis method 
also preserves all the other technicil-economic advantages of trian- 
gt'lition-trilateration. 

Fig. 2 

.'ipnre 2  shows a proposed first-order triangulation link in a 
region of V?estern Siberia, set up according to cartographic data. With 
mii a  +0".7, the lonf/it'idinal and transverse errors of diagonal AB, 
having length L ■ 189 Hi., are founü fron adjustment to bo: 

1% » ±0.i)l m. 
m„ * iO.ki' m. 
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Pie. 3 

Figure 3 shows a triangulated-trilaterated link without measure- 
ment of connecting angles proposed for the same end points A and B as 
in the triangulated link. The accuracy indices of this link, with 
m" « iOM,7 and ms - +0,3 m.  are fovnd from adjustcient to be the 
following: 

*■ -, . ......v 

m^ • +0,36 n. 
mu ■ +0.51 m. 

h 

The accuracy of the continuous triangulation net has been inves- 
tigated in quite some detail. It is known that modern second-order 
continuous trianpulation nets represent extremely ripid geodetic struc- 
tures characterized by high accuracy of adjusted elements. The accuracy 
of homorencous elements in various parts of the net is arproximately 
homor'eneous and the mutual lonpitudina] and transverse displacements 
of any two (adjacent or non-adjacent) points are mutually eq^al. In 
contiruous trilateration nets, the mutual position of noints is also 
determined with hiph accuracy, though the transverse error in this 
cas«- is nbo"t I.1-' times pre^ter than t^ e longitudinal. 

Table )i shows the errors of mutual position for adjacent roints 
of a continuons net of rifht triangles, fomd by the formulas: 

a) for a continuous trianrulated net: 

m, ~ m„ = sm 
wY V ^v I is . (9) 

b) for a continuous trilaterated net: 

m, T™' m„ "«, (10) i 

-6- 
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Table U 

Mean Square Errors 

Relative 
Error of 

Measured Side 

Of 

Measured 

Angle 

Of M-ituql Position of  ! 

Ad'icent Points (In en.1 
i 

m,     \     mu     \     M 

1.    CJontlnuous trlangulatlon net. 

I'JD ±2,1 

2.    Continuous trllateratlon net. 

I :21WUÜ0 — .1,2 

I :.'J0000O _ 2,1 

:2.l 

3.0 

3.    Continuous trlaneulatlon-trüateratlon net. 

1 r.VWOOO 

I'fi 

»',0 

I.« 

1.5 1.7 

3.7 

: ;J 

Here N is the number of triangles between sides of depart'jre, and 
s is the length of the triangle's side. In comp^tinp: errors, we took 
N •» 16, s « 7.^ km. 

Thus, the profit of applyinp; the mfthoJ of trisn^ulation or tri- 
iateration in constmctinr continuous nets, in viev of modern abilities 
to measur» anples and distances, must be ^ecideH on the basis of the 
orranlzational-pconomic advantages, since the accuracv of point posi- 
tlonir.f is sufficiently hiph in both cases. The advantage of triangu- 
lation is the more ripid check on field measurements, Tnus, this 
method rives rise to a number of conditions equal to the number of 
triantrles rlu- twice the numher of central systems (not counting the 
base, azimuth, and coordinate conditions), while in the continuous 
trilaterated net only one condition arises for each central system. 

In f-e reneral case, obtainirp the fomr.las for a continuous 
trilaterated net is extremely cumbersome. Therefore, in computing the 
errors shown in table U;  this formula was applied: 

1 1 
m* wil ml (ID 

It was obtained by us for the anrular elerifnts of a trian^ulation link 
and was extended (with an error of no*, m ro than 2C%)  to errors of 
linear elements. In this formula, nu-y   is the mr-an square error of 
an adjusted element of tie trian^rul'ited-trilaterated net, and tny\ and 

'"A    are the corr^spondirr errors of a trianrulated and a trilaterated 
net. As is seen from table Li, the construction of a continuous net by 
the method of trianpulation-trilateration provides a higher accuracy 
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of adjusted net elements. However, the ^rHcatlon of this m^thod in 
extensive work is considered unprofitable due to the great volume of 
field measurements. Apparently, the nr>ed to set up a triangulated- 
trilaterated net arises only in particular cases, for special nets of 
the highest accuracy. 

We are rot crnsidering here f e question of applying polyp:ono- 
r.etry to t^e construction of continuous nets, which is a separate great 
problem. 

The author confronts the problem of examining the possible (from 
his viewpoint) variations of constructing a geodetic net on the basis 
of known methods of measuring geodetic quantities.AThe final solution 
of this rasponüible and difficult question may be achieved only as a 
result yf judging the various viewpoints, and by taking account of all 
organizational-technical details of conducting and utilizing the state 
geodetic work. 
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